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First Tip to Attract Success and Money: Let go of Failure

In order to get new things in your life you have to release old things. Look around in your home. If you have financial problems, let go of things, papers, files, pictures and items that are representing lack of financial abundance. Let go of anything representing your old business adventures, projects, jobs that didn’t work out for you. Put them all in a box and store it somewhere to tell the universe there is space for a renewed success. Let go of everything, even old images. Release it all. The corner North in your Office needs to be released the first as it represents career and the Southeast in your Office needs to be decluttered as it represent money and when you can also your personal success direction.

Second Tip to Attract Success and Money: Images of Poor or unsuccessful people?

Another task is to look at the images hanging on the walls in your home, especially in your entrance, living room and your workspace Are they representing poverty, depression or “blockages?” Hang something more inspiring like:
- Image of an award
- A team rowing for the same victory
- An eagle soaring

Third tip to Attract Success and Money: The colors of Success and Money

The colors of Success are Blue, Gold, Silver and Orange. Make sure you have these colors at the entrance, in your living room and in your workspace.

Fourth Tip to Attract Success and Money: A Bubbling Fountain

Put a symbol of water (a bubbling fountain or an image of a spring) in the North area of your living room or workspace to create renewed success. Put a cascading fountain and a blossoming plant with round leaves in the Southeast area of your living room or workspace to create more cash flow.

Fifth Tip to Attract Success and Money: What is facing you where you work?

Look at what hangs on the wall across where you work the most?
- If nothing hangs on the wall across your desk then nothing will happen in your work.
- Is it a picture that represents success? Or is the opposite?
- It can be an image that reflects what you want: when you want more success and abundance, you need to hang an image of that.
- Do not hang an image of a forest the wall across your workspace, you will not find new opportunities
- Do not hang images of fierce animals like 2 tigers, as it is threatening and you will be criticized and attacked about your work.
- Do not hang images of still water and boats waiting in the harbor, it represents your success is on hold.

**Sixth Tip to Attract Success and Money: Wear something Blue or Gold**

When you have a business meeting, wear a blue suit or dress and wear golden or silver looking watch, or a golden or silver jewelry. Black is not the color of Success and your energy of power will not shine.

**Seventh Tip to Attract Success and Money: Create a Success Vision board.**

Your vision board is a paper or board where you put in the center a recent image of yourself in a professional outfit.

You can hang images around it that express what you as Success and Money.

You place your vision board best on the wall across your workspace or in your personal success direction.

**Eight Tip to Attract Success and Money: Write your Success and Money Goals**

Write very specifically about what you are looking for. In what kind of field do you wish to be successful? What kind of income stream do you wish to have and specify the amounts? What are your long term success and money goals and what are your cash flow needs? What team do you need to make this happen, what kind of clients for your business, what kind of advisors?

Be specific. The more specific, the easier it is to attract the right opportunities. The more general you describe what you wish, the more difficult the Universe/God can match you up with opportunities.
Ninth Tip to Attract Success and Money: Place your vision board and your goals in your personal success direction.

In your workspace there is a very lucky success area for you. To find this out you need to know your energy number. You can find this in another E-Book. Here you can purchase this for only 1 GBP (1.6 $)

**Find your Energy Number E-Book**

Price 1 GBP ($1.6)

In this E-Book you find your personal energy number plus the directions that you need to activate in your home/office plus many tips. (13 pages) – Value 9.98 GBP ($16)


Tenth Tip to Attract Success and Money: Put your pictures/paintings/images in silver or gold looking frames.

The more gold and silver you surround yourself, your family, your logo, your images with, the more gold will come towards you.

Eleventh Tip to Attract Success and Money: Image at your entrance

It’s important that you do not hang images of people that are depressed, looking poor or begging at your entrance. Your entrance is the first impression of success and wealth when someone comes in to your home/office. Do not come in to your home/office thru the back door or the laundry room. Kings and Queens come in thru the major door never as a servant thru the backdoor.

Twelfth Tip to Attract Success and Money: Find out the energy number of your team members, your business partner, your major clients.

For your next business meeting, be sure you know the birthday of your partner so you can determine their Success direction. Try to do something that connects with the other person’s personal Success corner.

Here are some suggestions when you know their Success direction

- A South person will love receiving compliments and
admired for what he does. Give him/her real or symbolical flowers.
• A Northwest person will love to be asked for advice.
• For a Southeast person will love to know the financial details and how much he can profit from the deal.
• For an East person as about his family and what great things he has done in the past.
• For a Southwest person, there are looking how to collaborate best and have a win-win situation.
• For a Northeast person, answer all the questions as he/she wants to have more information before they decide.
• A West person loves to know about the technological and creative details.
• For a North person, the long term plans will be important.

For more information about how to activate Success and Money for your specific Energy number. You can purchase the more than 300 pages of the Complete Energy Number Handbook.

- **Complete Energy Number Handbook**
  
  Price 19.98 GBP ($ 33)

In This E-Book Marie Diamond shares the vision board outline, the predictions for the coming year, the affirmations, the soul lessons, the Feng Shui activations and cures for all 9 energy numbers. (+ 300 pages) – Value 120 GBP ($198)

Click here to purchase:
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